
Editorial
For this special issue, we asked for contributions that addressed the broad theme
of how ‘Internationalisation, Transculturalism and Globalisation’ are manifested
in children’s literature. Responses were varied and wide-ranging, and in different
ways dealt with the perceptions that, first, representations of cultural diversity
are in a state of constant change, and second, that scholarship in the field
must increasingly engage with the related issue of the impact of globalisation on
children’s literature and culture. Understood in a broad sense, culture is society-
dependent and tradition-based, and functions to develop cognition and foster
values in more or less local ways. As an aspect of culture, children’s literature
reflects models of individual identities and represents these in ways which
enhance the cognitive ability to deal with moral, ethical and social complexity.
However, the literature is increasingly subject to contradictory impulses. On the
one hand, it tends to favour local themes and concerns; on the other hand,
it is subject to the power of transculturalism and globalisation to erase local
differences and integrate people into a larger geopolitical system. The resulting
tension points to a need for the literature and its accompanying critical discourses
to reassess their objectives.

The multicultural ideologies which emerged during the second half of the
twentieth century (and which are still in an emergent phase in some parts of
the world) nowadays seem to be fading, if not failing. A decreasing number of
children’s books dealing with multiculturalism as an issue are being published,
even within the children’s literature of the so-called New World settler societies
(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the USA), which historically had maintained
a rate of migrant intake as a high proportion of the overall population. To some
degree, the focus within postmodernism on the idea of the ‘other’ – especially the
marginalised or excluded ‘other’ – coincided with multiculturalism, extending
the significance of the term beyond its exclusive link with ethnicity in countries
such as Australia or Canada. Countries which have fostered a multicultural
ideology will not in the future cease to be multi-ethnic and multicultural,
needless to say, but whatever literature emerges about cultural diversity will
probably represent it in one of two broad ways: either as a glocal aspect
of everyday life rather than a phenomenon which mediates power; or as an
aspect of the more recent concept of transculturalism. Transculturalism, according
to Jeff Lewis, can be characterised by ‘its emphasis on the problematics of
contemporary culture, most particularly in terms of relationships, meaning-
making, and power formation’ (‘From Culturalism to Transculturalism’, n.p.).
Thus while transculturalism will continue the project of multiculturalism, it
will favour challenge rather than advocacy. As Helen Kilpatrick argues in her
paper on picture book versions of Miyazawa Kenji’s Yamanashi, artistic strategies
which foreground transculturalism may work to increase awareness of artificially
(socially) constructed boundaries, self-other categories, territorial hierarchies, or
principles of inclusion and exclusion. Such strategies may nevertheless have the
potential to heighten consciousness that all living things, including human beings,
live interdependently.
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At the same time, transculturalism is also concerned with tensions and
instabilities. Cultures exist in a state of constant change, and their transformative
possibilities may be either positive or negative. Hence transculturalism considers
the ways in which social groups create and disseminate meanings, and also the
ways in which such meanings may disappear or implode. The ‘rise and fall’ of
multiculturalism is itself a pertinent example. The approaches to such questions
in three of the papers in this Issue – by Clare Bradford, Kiera Vaclavik and
Dafna Zur – constitute a highly informative conversation. It is remarkable that
Bradford’s analysis of recent novels that focus on relations between Muslim and
non-Muslim individuals and cultures adduces structures of thought and attitudes
that parallel those identified by Vaclavik in Hergé’s Tintin au Congo, from 1931. In
both cases, individuals, cultures and places that are other (not European) inhabit
an immutably pre-modern world, whereas the European/Christian protagonists
are shown to inhabit a culturally superior society. In documenting the reception
of texts in diverse cultures and the very different uses readers make of them,
Vaklavic illustrates how transcultural readings of an overtly ideological text
can be overturned and used against it. Zur, in contrast, examines an unusual
form of transcultural tension, whereby a people sharing a common ethnicity
and language is deeply divided by ideology. In discussing the imbrication of
the Korean civil war with global Cold War politics, Zur demonstrates how
ideological flows construct a South Korean history in literature for children,
a version of history reinforced through external factors such as censorship
exercised through the authority of state security laws, and internally, through
the educational system that brought about the internalisation of anti-communist
discourse and self-censorship. A comparable but opposite process exists in North
Korea (see, for example, Hyok Kang, This is Paradise! 64–5). Such grossly overt
processes of meaning making may, however, be only less subtle and less evident
than the post 9/11 resurgent orientalism identified by Bradford.

It is tempting to think that globalisation is a force that may bring such
manipulative ideologies into sharp focus, rendering them readily visible. On the
contrary, it may rather serve to disseminate them. I think here of an email
received from the USA asking how 9/11 was commemorated in Australia
(granted, the questioner was pleased to be told that it wasn’t). As Francesco
Loriggio has argued in ‘Disciplinary Memory as Cultural History’, ‘the founding
tenet of the global age [. . . ] is that of connectivity: the world is now one huge
“network society”’ (55). But globalisation has diverse meanings and connotations
for different disciplines, and hence assumptions about connectivity have diverse
implications. Emma Wortley reminds us that there is ongoing debate about
whether the processes associated with globalisation have positive or negative
effects, and whether it is possible to challenge or change these processes. There
are still clear examples where cultural flow is predominantly in one direction,
as evidenced in Mónica Domínguez Pérez’s study of textual flows within the
Iberian cultural polysystem: children’s books have been regularly translated from
Castilian Spanish into Galician, Basque and Catalan, but not from the minority
languages into Spanish. Local resistance has tended to take the form of using
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translation to encourage the reading of a popular book in the local language
rather than in Spanish.

Two primary conceptions of globalisation are identified by Francesco
Lorrigio. On the one hand, the constant flow of ‘people, goods, capital, images,
ideologies’ and the increased volume and speed of this flow are ‘a qualitative
innovation which can by itself bequeath to the late twentieth century and to
the early twenty-first century an original identity’ (55). On the other hand, these
flows unfold in ‘an uneven, heterogeneous space’ and, given that they have so
far been largely in one direction (the Westernisation or even Americanisation of
the world), they probably cannot achieve full globalisation but instead prompt a
resurgence of the local. When the global and the local engage in such dialogue
or conflict they become hybridised and the outcome is the glocal.

The concept of glocalisation suggests that it is possible for the interactions of
globalisation and local spheres of experience to generate hybridised phenomena
which become visible within everyday life. Glocalisation has been recognised in
several disciplines for around twenty years, and has recently entered discussion of
children’s culture (see, for example, Yoshida Kaori, ‘Issues in Children’s Media
as Glob/calized Cultural Industry’). There are also signs that the effect of this
interaction is evident in children’s literature itelf, whether as a process not yet
recognised or even misunderstood, or as a way whereby recent literature might
be re-read. In her ground-breaking study in this volume, Anna Katrina Gutierrez
demonstrates how retelling has transformed a group of tales from post-colonial
to glocal and, by grounding global signs on local significance, has given a glocal
voice to Filipino children. The interconnections between postcolonial theory
and globalisation theory, extensively explored in areas of literary and cultural
theory (see, for example, Simon Gikandi’s ‘Globalization and the Claims of
Postcoloniality’), have implications for children’s literature studies that are quite
unexplored. While globalisation studies appears to be a larger category, it does
not yet equal postcolonial studies in its ability to connect cultural forms and
geopolitics, or in the complexity of its analysis of the relationships of hegemonic
cultural attitudes with nation, race and ethnicity.

Insofar as the processes and representations of internationalisation,
transculturalism and globalisation are a growing concern in children’s literature,
there are further key cultural pressures which are likely to increase attention to
these processes in the near future. First, the rapidly increasing concern with the
threat of climate change will strengthen the already active attention in children’s
literature to environmental and ecological issues, which are likely to emerge as
the most global issue to be dealt with in children’s literature. The familiar slogan,
‘Think global, act local’, will be very pertinent, for if children are to perform
any actual and tangible action that improves their natural environment it will
be performed at a local level. Second, it seems likely that ‘globalisation’ has
already replaced ‘postmodernity’ as the most common concept through which
to account for contemporary social forms and products, particularly as a way
of erasing the notorious Eurocentrism of the postmodern. Globalisation and
postmodernism do have much in common, however – for example, the tendency
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for postmodernism to dissociate culture from place was already an effect of
global capitalist expansion. Processes of globalisation, especially in their emphasis
on world-wide systems and their uses of new means of communication and
new media, tend to detach social and cultural practices from a relationship
with a particular place. A point of resistance to this process, however, lies
in the everyday – in what is informal, without organisation, even random – in
which humanity enacts interpersonal relationships in a world of tangible things.
Culture exists more concretely in places than in sign systems and the bodies
that inhabit culture enact cultural practices by expressing and repeating them.
Robyn McCallum here observes how the capacity of the global economy to
produce a new economic order without a localisable terrain underlies Philip
Reeve’s conception of the futuristic dystopia of his Mortal Engines series. Further,
the development of consumer culture in many parts of the globe coincides with
the emphasis within postmodernism on popular culture, fragmented and multi-
coded texts, the collapse of cultural hierarchies (e.g. ‘high culture’ as opposed to
‘popular culture’), and the end of equating ‘history’ with ‘progress’.

There is evidence that glocal innovation has been emerging from a dialogue
between global modernity and local practice. The everyday local can be a
site from which to engage with global culture and from there not only to
achieve individual agency but to contribute to global culture in a two-way
flow. Hegemonic global culture is thus not simply imposed upon local cultures,
but may be subject to drastic modification. At the same time, the global may
also categorise particular forms of everyday life as pre-modern, and hence
subordinate and contain them. In their diverse conceptual and methodological
approaches to these pressing issues of our era, the essays gathered together here
in IRCL 2.2 initiate some important discussions for children’s literature and its
study, and presage significant directions in future research.

John Stephens
Macquarie University, Australia
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